Experimental and theoretical investigation of the distance dependence of localized surface plasmon coupled Förster resonance energy transfer.
The distance dependence of localized surface plasmon (LSP) coupled Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is experimentally and theoretically investigated using a trilayer structure composed of separated monolayers of donor and acceptor quantum dots with an intermediate Au nanoparticle layer. The dependence of the energy transfer efficiency, rate, and characteristic distance, as well as the enhancement of the acceptor emission, on the separations between the three constituent layers is examined. A d(-4) dependence of the energy transfer rate is observed for LSP-coupled FRET between the donor and acceptor planes with the increased energy transfer range described by an enhanced Förster radius. The conventional FRET rate also follows a d(-4) dependence in this geometry. The conditions under which this distance dependence is valid for LSP-coupled FRET are theoretically investigated. The influence of the placement of the intermediate Au NP is investigated, and it is shown that donor-plasmon coupling has a greater influence on the characteristic energy transfer range in this LSP-coupled FRET system. The LSP-enhanced Förster radius is dependent on the Au nanoparticle concentration. The potential to tune the characteristic energy transfer distance has implications for applications in nanophotonic devices or sensors.